ALL IN ONE, NOT ALL AT ONCE.
Introducing the LigaSure Advance™ Pistol Grip

THE LIGASURE ADVANCE™ PISTOL GRIP
Uncompromising care from your trusted hands. You have the confidence that comes from knowing you haven’t compromised a single thing to gain an advantage over time in the O.R. You can be efficient and thorough. You can move fast, and most important: You won’t worry tomorrow about the effectiveness of today’s procedure.
Fine dissection or consistent seals? With the LigaSure Advance™ instrument, you don’t have to choose.

The LigaSure Advance™ instrument is a monopolar tip laparoscopic vessel sealer and divider that offers multifunction capability in one instrument. The combination of advanced monopolar energy with LigaSure™ sealing technology allows surgeons to reduce exchanges between dissecting, ligating and grasping instruments. Supported by more than 300 peer-reviewed publications, LigaSure™ technology has been shown to deliver reliable and consistent seals. It all adds up to efficient procedures and consistent performance for you and your patients.

**Valleylab™ Mode** provides a unique combination of monopolar hemostasis and dissection while using a lower power setting resulting in less char, thermal spread and arching than a traditional coagulation mode.

**Integrated cutting mechanism** independent of sealing, leaving the critical decision in the surgeon’s hands.

**Monopolar tip** facilitates fine dissection, spot coagulation and creation of otomies.

**Insulated jaws** minimize heat transfer and protect from unwanted thermal damage.

**Wide bilateral jaw** opening for effective access to target structures and tissue separation.

**44 cm shaft length** lets you reach farther in obese and taller patients.

**LigaSure™ vessel sealing** technology provided unmatched consistency and reliability on vessels, lymphatics and tissue bundles up to 7 mm.

**Ergonomic handle design** accommodates a wide range of hand sizes.
LigaSure Advance™
Pistol Grip Instrument

Order Information
Order quantity: 6 units/case
Catalog number: LF5544
Sterile, single use

- Shaft length: 44 cm
- Shaft diameter: 5 mm
- Shaft rotation: 340 degrees
- Jaw type: Bilateral with monopolar tip
- Jaw surface: Smooth with ceramic stops
- Jaw aperture: 15 mm
- Jaw length: 18 mm

The LigaSure Advance™ instrument is compatible only with ForceTriad™ energy platform software version 3.2 or higher. Please contact your local Covidien energy expert about software upgrade opportunities.

For more information about the LigaSure Advance™ instrument go to www.LigaSure.com/advance or call 800-722-8772.